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The flyover video to show the cumulative effect of the developments, is certainly not good enough. Whilst it in itsself is
sickening to watch and gives me anxiety regarding what is being forced on this community it does not show what the
examiner has requested. Firstly, where is the large scale development of Steeple Renewables which sits right at the side
of the Gate Burton Energy Park? Why has the developer not listed on the map the proximity of the 30 plus villages that are
butted up to these developments.Why does it not state next to each village the numbers of the population that will be living
with this blight? Why does it not state the acreage approximate amount of panels on each development. Pinpoint where
the BESS is to be sited and show how many batteries will sit within.
The documents that are provided pay lip service to this request. Can the developer be asked to do it correctly instead of
being allowed to provide shoddy information.
The size and scale of this mass development being imposed on local people is not acceptable and nowhere else in the
world are these scale developments next to public. 
It is clear that there is a hierarchy on where these developments should be situated - on brownfield sites and it is just
being ignored. Shoddy government rooftop policy does not help.
Solar is not the answer. We should not be taking food producing land for an inferior renewable energy that only works
partially in the summer when we do not need it. The developers are over planting and they will cause curtailment. Maybe
not on solar but on wind. So we will curtail an infrastructure which is already there and use valuable land to replace
something that is already there. It makes no sense. It produces nothing in the winter. They will be taking valuable grid
connections that we need for the renewable energy that will provide in our hour of need- nuclear and wind.
In the new Solar survey published a few days ago on the government website on page 31 the NFU states we must keep
BMV for food and virtually all land in Lincolnshire is quality. So 3b land in Lincolnshire produces the same as higher grade
land elsewhere because of the make up of the soil. This is a folly is too big. Will not deliver. Do not put this blight on our
community for a lifetime!


